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A CLASSY SENSATION (Owned by: Kathy & Charleen Gust)
Amateur Western Pleasure Hunter Type (Shown by: Charleen Gust)

A FAMEOUS FINALE (Owned & Shown by: Isabella Gibbons)
Youth English Pleasure Saddle Type

AE CINCO DE MAYO (Owned by: Wendy Davidson)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving B-Miniature

AGOODPAINTJOB (Owned & Shown by: Sena Jodoin)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Stock Type
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type

AMERICAN STERLING (Owned by: Linda Hancock)
Open Tobiano Color Utility

AUTUMNS BAR OF GOLD (Owned by: Leslie Woodruff)
Solid Western Dressage Horse

AWESOME ALL NIGHT (Owned by: Lynn Wasson)
Open Halter Hunter Type Stallion Horse

BACHANTES PAINTED PEARL (Owned by: Anne Weber)
Open Jumping Horse

BALLROOM BLITZ (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Open Jumping In Hand Pony
Open Obstacle Driving Pony

BAM BAM JOSE (Owned by: Crystall Petry)
Solid Ranch Horse Pleasure Horse

BAREFOOT N FANCY (Owned & Shown by: Karisa Clark)
Youth Bareback English Equitation
Senior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Senior Youth Western Showmanship Horse
Youth English Equitation Hunter Type
Youth English Pleasure Hunter Type
Youth Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type

BENNETTS LA REINA ROJO (Owned by: Jody Laura & Shay Williams)
Youth Ideal Pinto Driving (Shown by: Shay Williams)

BETTER THAN EXPECTED (Owned by: Allie Littlefield)
Amateur Novice English Pleasure (Shown by: Shannon Yeaton)

BIG EXPECTATIONS (Owned by: Rockin Bar S LLC)
Youth Hunter Hack (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)
Youth Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Hunter Type (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)

BIG SHOTT (Owned by: Kenneth & Debbie Waite)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Gelding Horse (Shown by: Shawna Carter)
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**BRINGIN COLOR BACK** (Owned by: Ashley Holliday)
Youth Overo Color (Shown by: Nicole Mrzywka)

**BY ASSETS ONLY** (Owned & Shown by: Laurie Koenig)
Amateur Novice Western Pleasure

**CAPTAIN ROCKET** (Owned by: Anne Landers)
Open Dressage Horse

**CHIC THIS BOY** (Owned & Shown by: Mallory Olisar)
Amateur Ranch Horse Pleasure

**CHOCOLATE CHIP KISSES** (Owned by: Lauren & Carla Demchuk)
Open Trail In Hand Pony
Open Tobiano Color Pony
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Pony
Youth Trail In Hand (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)
Youth English Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)
Youth Western Horsemanship Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)
Youth Trail Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)
Youth Western Pleasure Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)
Youth Western Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Lauren Demchuk)

**CHOTEAUS ROCK N ROLL** (Owned by: Marilyn Hay)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Stallion Pony

**CLASSIE ANDYS GIRL** (Owned by: Andrew Mayer)
Open Jumping In Hand B-Miniature
Open Trail In Hand B-Miniature
Amateur Trail In Hand Combined Miniature & B-Miniature (Shown by: Amy Mayer)

**CLAYBURY HOT RODS HEART N SOUL** (Owned & Shown by: Lisa Tollefson)
Amateur Disciplined Rail Driving
Amateur English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

**CLAYBURY'S PRIVATE LEE PAINTER** (Owned by: Dawn Sanders)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Miniature
Open Trail In Hand Miniature
Open Halter Gelding Miniature

**CLAYBURY'S REIGNING DESERT ROSE** (Owned by: Lisa Tollefson)
Open Halter B-Miniature

**CLC COLOR COORDINATED** (Owned by: Mary Alice Pletcher)
Open Roadster B-Miniature

**COLOR ME MURPHY** (Owned & Shown by: Tracy Hull)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences

**COOL N PHENOMENAL** (Owned by: Larry & Glenda Bales)
Solid Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse
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**CROCODILE ROCK** (Owned & Shown by: Ashlie Sayre)
Amateur Hunter Hack

**CROWN POINT LATTE** (Owned & Shown by: Brenda Karnoski)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Driving
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Pony
Amateur Pleasure Driving
Amateur Reinsmanship- Driving Equitation
Open Pleasure Driving Pony
Amateur English Showmanship Pony
Amateur Western Showmanship Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Pony

**CUSTOM BUILT HOTROD** (Owned & Shown by: Linda Krzemecki)
Elite Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Showmanship Horse

**DESires FANCY LEGACY** (Owned & Shown by: Klair Thomas)
Youth Hunter Over Fences In Hand
Youth Jumping In Hand
Youth English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Youth Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

**DEYOUngs DUTCHESS of TAMARACK** (Owned by: Julie De Young)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Pony

**DEYOUngs GOTa DUSTY PONy** (Owned by: Julie De Young)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Pony

**DIVa N KHOMMAND** (Owned by: Deborah Hoines)
Solid Disciplined Rail Western Horse
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

**DUN HAVEN ROYAL LADY** (Owned by: F Chris Hieter)
Open Roadster Pony

**EFC HOLESINMYSOCKS** (Owned & Shown by: Rachel Walcoff)
Amateur Dressage
Junior Amateur Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Horse

**EPR SHES A KEEPER** (Owned by: Cindy McIlvenna)
Youth Tobiano Color (Shown by: Brittney McIlvenna)

**FAMES WILDCARD PA** (Owned by: Cris Stetler)
Open Show Hack Horse
Open Western Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse
Youth Show Hack (Shown by: Kira Stetler)
Youth English Equitation Pleasure Type (Shown by: Kira Stetler)
Youth English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Kira Stetler)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type (Shown by: Kira Stetler)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type (Shown by: Kira Stetler)
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**FANCY FORM** (Owned by: Alexandra Radintz)
Amateur Novice Showmanship- Eng/West (Shown by: Pamela Radintz)

**FANCY N FAMOUS** (Owned & Shown by: Michelle Haveman)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type

**FANCY SCHMANCY** (Owned by: Gold Trap Ranch)
Solid Yearling Longe Line Horse

**FANCYMEASCOTCH** (Owned & Shown by: Kaleena Smith)
Senior Youth Trail Horse

**FARMYARD FROLIC RHINESTONE COWBOY** (Owned & Shown by: Courtney Helgeson)
Youth Reinsmanship- Driving Equitation

**FDF COLORME AWESOME** (Owned & Shown by: Rennya Weber)
Amateur Show Hack

**FG FOREVER AN IMAGE** (Owned by: Brad Hakala & Patti Griggs)
Solid Halter Stock Type Mare Horse

**FINALLY HES CHARMING** (Owned & Shown by: Kaylee Altman)
Amateur Disciplined Rail English
Amateur Disciplined Rail Western
Amateur Hunter Under Saddle
Senior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Senior Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Stock/Hunter Type
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Stock/Hunter Type
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Stock Type
Amateur Western Pleasure Stock Type

**FREESTYLING** (Owned & Shown by: Kari McKelvie)
Open English Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type Horse
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Hunter Type

**FWF WE CALL HIM IGGY POP** (Owned by: Kristina Fairfield)
Open Tobiano Color B-Miniature

**GALLANT ZIPPO** (Owned by: Kristina Fink)
Youth Hunt Seat Equitation Over Fences Stock Type (Shown by: Ally Fink)

**GAMBLING CISCO** (Owned by: Chris McKenzie)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Horse
GENTLEMEN START YOUR ENGINES (Owned by: Nancy Ganther)
Youth Halter B-Miniature (Shown by: Trenton Bezemek)

GETTING JIGGY WIT IT (Owned by: Cheryl Shaffer)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving Miniature
Open Roadster Miniature

GIJANE (Owned by: Riley Noblett)
Solid Stake Race Horse

GIMME FOUR (Owned & Shown by: Colbi Smith)
Youth Bareback Western Horsemanship
Youth Disciplined Rail English
Youth Hunter Under Saddle
Junior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Junior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse
Junior Youth Western Showmanship Horse
Youth Halter Gelding Horse
Youth English Equitation Stock Type
Youth English Pleasure Stock Type

GLENHAVEN SWEET SERENDIPITY (Owned by: Waller Farms)
Open Overo Color Pony

GLF MY LADY LUCK (Owned by: Shawn Cline)
Open Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type Horse

GO BEY BEE GO (Owned & Shown by: Angela Nemjo)
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Pleasure/Saddle Type
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure/Saddle Type
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse (Sa & Pl) Pleasure Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Horse

GOING ROGUE (Owned by: Mahlon Bauman)
Amateur English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Tanner Bauman)

GOLD CHIP (Owned by: Joann Saucier)
Junior Amateur English Equitation Horse (Shown by: Brianna Saucier)
Junior Amateur English Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Brianna Saucier)
Junior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse (Shown by: Brianna Saucier)
Junior Amateur Trail Horse (Shown by: Brianna Saucier)
Junior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Brianna Saucier)

GOT TO LUV IT (Owned & Shown by: Brenda Ball)
Amateur Bareback Western Horsemanship
Amateur Western Riding

HES REALLY SOLID ( Owned by: Diane Sass)
Solid Trail Horse
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HEZ ONE FINE ENCORE (Owned & Shown by: Debra Kempton)
Elite Amateur Trail Horse

HOPE HEZ WORTH IT (Owned by: Nancy Stueland-Adamski)
Open English Pleasure Stock Type Horse

HS FAX ME INCOLOR (Owned by: Margaret Meehan Thompson)
Open Flag Race Horse

I GOT EM TALKIN (Owned by: Dominic Destefano)
Open Pleasure Driving Horse

IM A CHARMING ZIPPO (Owned by: Shari Brown)
Open Western Riding Horse

IM ALL JACKED UP (Owned by: Emily England)
Open Disciplined Rail English Horse
Open Disciplined Rail Western Horse
Open Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Open Trail Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type Horse

INVITE ME TO STAY (Owned by: Janice Earlyne Hrbac)
Open Overo Color Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Stock Type Horse

IRON STAR MAN (Owned by: Gayle Benton)
Open Hunter Over Fences Horse

IRONED WITH CLASS (Owned by: Vickie Christensen)
Solid Keyhole Race Horse

ITS ALL ABOUT BN HOT (Owned & Shown by: Karina Rohde)
Solid Amateur English

ITY BITY JJ GOLDMASQ (Owned by: Jimmie Owens & Joan Storlie)
Open Miniature Pole Bending
Open Miniature Stake Race

ITY BITYS DYNAMIC FANCY LADY ( Owned by: Joan Storlie)
Open Miniature Barrel Racing

JACK ASHWOOD (Owned by: Denise Orman)
Junior Youth Trail Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)
Junior Youth Western Pleasure Horse (Shown by: Suzannah Swimm)

JOSE CUERVO N JACK (Owned & Shown by: Christine Woodford)
Amateur Bareback English Equitation
Amateur Ranch Horse Pleasure
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**J SW SHOW KAYCES LITTLE MANIPULATOR** (Owned by: Lori Walker)
Youth Halter Miniature (Shown by: Skylor Walker)

**JUST A TRACE** (Owned by: R Otto Stables Inc)
Open Western Pleasure Hunter Type Horse

**JUST N INNOCENT PASS** (Owned by: Allysa Frost)
Solid Youth Western (Shown by: Morgan Vance)

**JUST SPOTACULAR** (Owned by: Tammy Jo Schafer)
Open Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type Horse
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse

**JWR THE GOLD DIGGER** (Owned & Shown by: Paula Quigley)
Amateur Overo Color
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Stallion Horse
Open Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

**KATIE DOLL** (Owned & Shown by: Grace Venning)
Open Stake Race Horse
Youth Stake Race

**KEES LAKOTA MAGIC** (Owned by: Shiloh Horse Ranch)
Youth Barrel Racing (Shown by: Caroline Rombach)

**LATEFORMYAPPOINTMENT** (Owned by: Tami Swenson)
Open Trail In Hand Horse

**LENAS LIES N ALIBIES** (Owned & Shown by: Melissa Tench)
Youth Ranch Horse Pleasure

**LIL GUN MAKER** (Owned by: Catherine Ensor)
Open Reining Horse

**LIL PAINTED PRINCESS** (Owned by: Jill Duzan)
Open Halter Mare Miniature

**LIVING LARGE** ( Owned by: Julie Marweg)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Horse

**LONE STAR SPARKLE** (Owned & Shown by: Shana Rollins)
Amateur Tobiano Color
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Horse

**LOOKIN FOR ROMANCE** (Owned by: Suzonne Franks)
Solid Youth Halter (Shown by: Nathan Wright)

**LT PAYDAY** (Owned & Shown by: Kathryn Solomon)
Solid Barrel Racing Horse
Solid Pole Bending Horse
Solid Amateur Gymkhana
MARYS SUPER HERO (Owned & Shown by: Michelle Childers)
Solid Youth Gymkhana

MASTER OF MY DOMAIN (Owned by: Bob & Penni Nance)
Open Yearling Longe Line Horse

MAVERICKS PLAYBOY (Owned by: Tricia Bowman)
Amateur Jumping In Hand (Shown by: Tricia Bowman)
Amateur Obstacle Driving (Shown by: Tricia Bowman)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand B-Miniature (Shown by: Airika Bowman)

MI STRIPES ARE WILD (Owned by: Angela Edginton-Burckhard)
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse (Sa & Pl) Saddle Type Horse
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Horse

MISS FLIRTATION (Owned & Shown by: Kathleen Kaprelian)
Amateur English Pleasure Saddle Type

MKK LEGACYS WILDFYRE (Owned & Shown by: Dianne Sobania)
Amateur Halter Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Open Halter Stallion B-Miniature

ML SKIP TO INTIMIDATE (Owned by: Jessie Stegmeier & Ian Glander)
Amateur Novice Walk/Trot-Eng/West (Shown by: Jessie Stegmeier)

MOUNTJOYS NIGHT MUSIC (Owned by: Tammy Jo Schafer)
Open Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type Horse

MR JACK COOL (Owned by: Denise Kemper)
Youth Western Riding (Shown by: Paige Kemper)

MY ASSETS ON PORSCHE (Owned & Shown by: Debra Nelson-Chapin)
Senior Amateur Trail Horse

MYISHA (Owned by: Corisa Gritzke)
Open English Pleasure Saddle Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Saddle Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Saddle Type Horse

NIGHT AT THE ROCKEFELLER (Owned by: Nancy Ganther)
Open Jumping In Hand Miniature
Open Halter Stallion Miniature

ONA OUTRAGE (Owned by: Kathleen Gallagher)
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

ONE LAST IMPRESSION (Owned by: Kirsten Skillings)
Amateur Western Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Carly Skillings)

OSHQUAHS BRIO (Owned by: Margaret Middleton)
Open Western Dressage Horse
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**PETERBILT TOUGH** (Owned & Shown by: Taylor Wyman)
Youth Keyhole Race

**PETERBILT TWIST** (Owned by: Becky & David Peckham)
Solid Flag Race Horse

**RAY DOR ECHOES** (Owned & Shown by: Shawna Self)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse
Solid Amateur Halter

**REDDYFORMYCLOSEUP** (Owned by: Toni & Kent Aden)
Youth Hunter Over Fences (Shown by: Ashley Aden)

**REGAL OAKS AMBERLEE** (Owned by: Eileen O'Bradovich)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

**REMEDY A FANCY GHOST** (Owned & Shown by: Kendall Halberg)
Youth Pole Bending

**RHYTHM OF THE HEART** (Owned by: Brenda Karnoski)
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Pony

**ROCKI CELEBRATION** (Owned & Shown by: Janet Kolk)
Youth Novice English Equitation

**ROYAL CLAYBURY GREAT BALLS OF FIRE** (Owned by: Dawn Sanders)
Open Overo Color B-Miniature

**ROYAL EMPEROR KUZCO** (Owned & Shown by: Cathryn Jostad)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Pony
Amateur Trail In Hand Pony

**SERENITY LONSONE CRUS** (Owned by: Dona Scharping)
Open Tobiano Color Horse

**SHES GOTTA GUN** (Owned by: Pamela Molter)
Open Ranch Horse Pleasure Horse

**SHES TRULEE UNIQUE** (Owned by: Shawn Cline)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type (Shown by: Torrie Murray)

**SHEZ SOMETHIN SPECIAL** (Owned & Shown by: Sarah Plessing)
Solid Amateur Western

**SHEZA ROCKIN INVESTMENT** (Owned by: Cassandra Warner)
Solid Disciplined Rail English Horse
Solid Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Solid Western Pleasure
Solid English Pleasure
Solid Ideal Pinto Western
Solid Ideal Pinto English
Solid Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse
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SHINE BRIGHT LIKE A DIAMOND (Owned by: Nancy Ganther)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Miniature
Open Tobiano Color Miniature
Amateur English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature (Shown by: Amy Mayer)
Amateur Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature (Shown by: Amy Mayer)

SHOW STOPPAH (Owned by: Suzonne Franks)
Solid Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

SHYANNES SASSY SHOT OF BOURBON (Owned & Shown by: Ruth Deters)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Mare Horse

SILENT SUMMERTIME (Owned by: Shari Shively)
Amateur Flag Race (Shown by: Lauren Shively)
Amateur Pole Bending (Shown by: Lauren Shively)
Open Pole Bending Horse

SIMPLY DUN QUE (Owned by: Michael & Jill Koch)
Open Ideal Pinto English Stock Type Horse
Youth Halter Mare Horse (Shown by: Tiffany Stach)

SLEEPY CLOVER DALE (Owned by: Molly Adair)
Amateur Novice Trail- Eng/West (Shown by: Ann Adair)

SMART CUTTIN PEPPY (Owned & Shown by: Annie Barousse)
Amateur Reining

SMHCS FABULOUS MIRAGE (Owned & Shown by: Joni Osborn)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences In Hand

SNOW TROOPER (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Pony

SPOTZ ROYAL BLUE (Owned by: H Terrance & Renae Ross)
Amateur Western Pleasure Saddle Type (Shown by: Renae Ross)

SPRING CREEK RAVEN (Owned by: Margaret Slape)
Youth Disciplined Rail Driving (Shown by: Brooklyn Ervin)
Youth Reinsmanship- Driving Equitation (Shown by: Brooklyn Ervin)

ST MI FAIR LADY (Owned by: Theresa Anderson)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving B-Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving B-Miniature

STAR STELLAR GLALA (Owned by: Ann Digiovanni)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse (Shown by: Kathleen Gallagher)
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Horse

STARLA DELL (Owned by: Calie Craddock)
Youth Flag Race (Shown by: Madison Vance)
Youth Stake Race (Shown by: Madison Vance)
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STARLOTTE (Owned by: April Mehls)
Youth Novice English Pleasure (Shown by: Cecilia Charlsen)
Youth Novice Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Cecilia Charlsen)
Youth Novice Showmanship- Eng/West (Shown by: Cecilia Charlsen)
Youth Novice Western Pleasure (Shown by: Cecilia Charlsen)

STIKA DYNAMITE (Owned & Shown by: Bobbieann Lawrence)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Pony

SURENOUGH SENSATIONAL (Owned by: Kirsten Chamberland)
Open Hunter Hack Horse

TENROUNDSWJOSECUERVO (Owned by: Leslie & Lori Cohen)
Youth Reining (Shown by: Lori Cohen)

THE DUKE OF WINDSOR (Owned by: Kimberly Ann Wright)
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Horse

THE ELEGANCE OF FAME (Owned by: Joyce Thomas)
Solid Show Hack Horse

THE NITE LIFE (Owned & Shown by: Samantha Martin)
Amateur Yearling Longe Line

THE ULTIMATE ATTITUDE (Owned & Shown by: Julie Hill)
Youth Novice Trail- Eng/West

THIS MANS FANCY (Owned & Shown by: Ashton Boettcher)
Solid Youth English

THIS STARS FROM HEAVEN (Owned & Shown by: Charlinda Schabinger)
Amateur Western Dressage
Elite Amateur English Equitation Horse
Elite Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse

TIGER MANIA (Owned by: Wendy Davidson)
Youth Obstacle Driving (Shown by: Jessica Davidson)
Youth Pleasure Driving (Shown by: Jessica Davidson)
Youth Halter Pony (Shown by: Jessica Davidson)

TIMBERLAND FORCE (Owned & Shown by: Jessica Kroke)
Amateur Barrel Racing
Open Barrel Racing Horse
Amateur Keyhole Race
Amateur Stake Race

TIMELESS ASSETS (Owned by: Coleen Bull)
Open Obstacle Driving Horse

TODAYS CLASS ACT (Owned by: Shawn Cline)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Pony
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**TOTAL ECLIPSE DANCES ON HEIR** (Owned by: Sandra Bryant)
Open Halter Gelding B-Miniature

**TPF MY SMOKIN LADY** (Owned & Shown by: Julie Bowers)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Pony
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Pony

**TRIBUTE TO SECURITY** (Owned by: Joelle Conover)
Solid Dressage Horse

**TRIPLE OAK GUENERE** (Owned & Shown by: James Campbell)
Open Obstacle Driving B-Miniature
Amateur Hunter Over Fences In Hand

**TSLF CUSTOM CHROME** (Owned by: Anne Wisdom)
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Pony

**VEGAS MADE ME DO IT** (Owned by: George, Sue, & Samantha Gross)
Youth Novice Walk/Trot- Eng/West (Shown by: Samantha Gross)

**WINS A LOT OF GOLD** (Owned by: Kathy Thomas)
Open Obstacle Driving Miniature

**WINS ALOTS ARCH ANGEL GABRIEL** (Owned by: Joni Osborn)
Open Overo Color Miniature

**XTREME BY DESIGN** (Owned by: Greg Boschee)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Stallion Horse

**Y NOT IMPERSONATE** (Owned & Shown by: Amy Stadtherr)
Amateur Novice English Equitation

**ZA INTIMIDATINGSPOTZ** (Owned by: Nell Tekampe)
Open English Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse

**ZIPINFLUENCE** (Owned by: Peter Frost)
Amateur Novice Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Sally Daluge)

**ZIPS JACK OF DIAMOND** (Owned & Shown by: Cassandra Amicarelli)
Youth Disciplined Rail Western
Senior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Youth Western Pleasure Horse

**ZS SPIRIT GOLDENCOPI** (Owned by: Joan Storlie & Jimmie Owens)
Open Keyhole Race Horse